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Abstract: Evaluating and comparing text-to-image models is a challenging problem. Significant advances in the field
have recently been made, piquing interest of various industrial sectors. As a consequence, a gold standard in
the field should cover a variety of tasks and application contexts. In this paper a novel evaluation approach is
experimented, on the basis of: (i) a curated data set, made by high-quality royalty-free image-text pairs, divided
into ten categories; (ii) a quantitative metric, the CLIP-score, (iii) a human evaluation task to distinguish, for
a given text, the real and the generated images. The proposed method has been applied to the most recent
models, i.e., DALLE2, Latent Diffusion, Stable Diffusion, GLIDE and Craiyon. Early experimental results
show that the accuracy of the human judgement is fully coherent with the CLIP-score. The dataset has been
made available to the public.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the field of generating images from
text has seen unprecedented growth, with numer-
ous text-to-image techniques being developed (Frolov
et al., 2021). Even if conditional Generative Adver-
sarial Neural Networks were one of the first deep
learning-based architectures proposed for the text-
to-image task (Zhang et al., 2018) (Reed et al.,
2016) their promising results are generally limited
to low-variability data, as their adversarial learning
approach does not scale well to modeling complex,
multi-modal distributions (Brock et al., 2018). Dif-
fusion Models (DMs), which are constructed from
a hierarchy of denoising autoencoders, have re-
cently achieved impressive results in image synthe-
sis and beyond, defining the state-of-the-art in class-
conditional image synthesis and super-resolution
(Dhariwal and Nichol, 2021) (Saharia et al., 2021).
Furthermore, unconditional DMs can be used for
tasks such as inpainting and colorization, as well as
stroke-based synthesis (Song et al., 2020). Simple au-
toregressive transformers, such as the first version of
DALLE, on the other hand, have also produced good
results in this field (Ramesh et al., 2021).

In addition, the Contrastive Language-Image Pre-
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Training (CLIP) neural network has recently emerged
(Radford et al., 2021). CLIP has been trained on a
wide range of image and text pairs. It can be in-
structed in natural language to predict the most rele-
vant text snippet given an image without directly opti-
mizing for the task. CLIP embeddings are also robust
to picture distribution change, and have been used to
achieve state-of-the-art results on vision and language
tasks (Shen et al., 2021) as well as image generation
from text, when combined with Diffusion Models or
GANs (Galatolo. et al., 2021).

In this paper we are going to compare the perfor-
mance of the most recent text-to-image architectures.
In particular we are going to consider DALLE-2, La-
tent Diffusion, Stable Diffusion, GLIDE and craiyon
(formerly known as DALL-E mini).

To evaluate the models, we created a new high-
quality dataset called TeTIm-Eval (Text To Image
Evaluation) composed of 2500 labelled images and
300 text-image pairs divided into ten classes. The
selected models were then used to generate images
from the dataset captions, and quantitative evaluation
metrics such as the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID)
and the CLIP-score were computed with respect to the
ground truth images. Finally, we presented the cap-
tion and image from the dataset, as well as a generated
image, to human evaluators to assess each model’s
ability to generate realistic images.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
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lows: Section 2 describes the considered models,
the proposed dataset, the quantitative evaluation met-
rics, the design of the human experimentation, and
the methods for processing the results. Section 3 il-
lustrates the experimental results, and Section 4 dis-
cusses the findings and future research.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Generative Models

In this paper we considered five text to image mod-
els: DALLE-2, Latent Diffusion, Stable Diffusion,
GLIDE and craiyon. The first four are DM based
whereas the latter is a decoder-only autoregressive
transformer. We excluded the Imagegen model from
our study because, while the model description is pub-
licly available (Saharia et al., 2022), access to the
model is not; we also excluded the midjourney model
because, while it is accessible online, its implementa-
tion is not publicly available.

2.1.1 Diffusion Models

Diffusion models have been inspired by non-
equilibrium thermodynamics. By first defining a
Markov chain of diffusion steps to gradually intro-
duce random noise to data, they are trained to reverse
the diffusion process in order to create desired data
samples from the noise. Several diffusion-based gen-
erative models, such as diffusion probabilistic models
(Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015) and denoising diffusion
probabilistic models (Ho et al., 2020), have been pro-
posed.

Let us define a forward diffusion process for a data
point sampled from a real data distribution x0 ∼ q(x0).
In this process we gradually add small amounts of
Gaussian noise to the sample as shown in Equation
1 and 2, resulting in a series of increasingly noisy
samples x0, x1 . . . xT . The step sizes are governed by
a variance schedule βt ∈ (0,1) which can be learned
using the reparameterization trick or held constant as
hyperparameter.

q(xt | xt−1) = N
(

xt ;
√

1−βtxt−1,βt I
)

(1)

q(x1:T | x0) =
T

∏
t=1

q(xt | xt−1) (2)

The training objective of the diffusion models is,
then, to learn the reverse diffusion process pθ(x),
which is modeled as a Markov chain as shown in
Equation 3 4. This Markov chain that starts with

random noise pθ(xT ) = N (xT ;0; I) and progresses
through a succession of less and less noisy samples
xT , xT−1 . . . x0.

pθ (x0:T ) := p(xT )
T

∏
t=1

pθ (xt−1 | xt) (3)

pθ (xt−1 | xt) := N (xt−1;µθ (xt , t) ,Σθ (xt , t)) (4)

2.1.2 GPT Models for Text-to-Image

Generative Pre-trained Transformers are a decoder-
only transformer based architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017) which uses an unidirectional self-attentive
model that attends just the tokens before a each to-
ken in a sequence (Radford et al., 2018). GPT mod-
els’ training objective is then to predict the next token
given the previous ones as context. GPT architectures
achieved unprecedented results in a variety of tasks
(Lin et al., 2022) and they are even capable of solving
complex ones in a zero-shot fashion (Galatolo. et al.,
2022)

Despite the fact that GPT models are typically
utilized to handle natural language processing tasks,
they can be trained to model text and image tokens
as a single stream of data in a autoregressive fashion.
Using pixels directly as image tokens, on the other
hand, would need an excessive amount of memory
for high-resolution photos. GPT-based text to image
models solved this issue with using two-stage models.

The first stage is to train a discrete variational
autoencoder (dVAE) to compress each image into a
much smaller grid of image tokens. In the second
stage, a GPT transformer is trained on sequences cre-
ated by concatenating text and image tokens to model
the joint distribution over text and images. Finally, to
complete the text to image task, the model is given
the target text tokens and is used to predict the subse-
quent image tokens. The predicted image tokens are
then fed into the dVAE decoder and projected into the
RGB space (Ramesh et al., 2021).

2.1.3 CLIP

CLIP is a neural network that was trained on a large
set of image and text pairs (400M). CLIP can be used
to find the text snippet that best represents a given im-
age, or the most appropriate image given a text query,
as a result of this multi-modality training.

In CLIP an image encoder and a text encoder were
trained simultaneously to predict the correct pairing
of a set of images and text. They were trained to
predict, given an image, which one of the randomly
sampled text snippets the image was paired to in the
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training dataset and vice-versa. The model should ab-
stract multiple concepts from the images and from the
texts in order to solve the task and the resulting en-
coders should produce similar embeddings if the im-
age and the text contains similar visual and textual
concepts. This approach differs significantly from tra-
ditional image tasks, in which the model is typically
required to identify a class from a large set of classes
(e.g. ImageNet).

More formally give a set of images x0,x1, . . . ,xn−1
and the respective captions y0,y1, . . . ,n−1 the fea-
tures vectors I0, I1, . . . , In−1 are computed using the
image encoder Ii = IE(xi) and the features vector
T0,T1, . . . ,Tn−1 are computed using the text encoder
Ti = T E(yi). Finally the logits cross product is com-
puted as l = (I ⊗T ) · eτ and the encoder and decoder
are trained to solve n joint classification problems
(e.g. classify each feature vector Ii with the respec-
tive feature vector Ti)

2.1.4 Models Taken into Account

In this paper we considered five text to image mod-
els: DALLE-2, Latent Diffusion, Stable Diffusion,
GLIDE and craiyon.

DALLE-2 architecture (Ramesh et al., 2022) is
composed by two stages: a prior and a decoder. Given
a training dataset of pairs (x, y) of images x and their
corresponding captions y, and indicating the CLIP im-
age and text embeddings with zi and zt , respectively.
The prior P(zi|y) is trained to generate CLIP image
embeddings zi based on captions y, and the decoder
D(x|zi) is trained to generate images x based on CLIP
image embeddings zi. The prior then learns a genera-
tive model of the image embeddings, whereas the de-
coder inverts images based on their CLIP image em-
beddings.

For the prior network the continuous vector zi is
directly modelled using a gaussian diffusion model
conditioned on the caption y. The decoder D(x|zi) is
also modeled with a gaussian diffusion model as in
(Nichol et al., 2021), but with four additional context
tokens encoding the CLIP embeddings concatenated
to the text encoder output. Finally, to obtain high res-
olution images, the output of the decoder is passed
to a two-stage diffusion upsamper model which up-
samples the output from 64x64 to 256x256 and from
256x256 to 1024x1024.

Latent Diffusion and Stable Diffusion (Rombach
et al., 2022) are the same architecture trained on dif-
ferent dataset using a different set of hyperparame-
ters. Latent Diffusion is a two-stage architecture. The
first stage is a self-supervised encoder-decoder archi-
tecture where the encoder z = E(x) encodes the im-
age x into the embeddings z and the decoder x̂ = D(z)

decodes the embeddings z back into the original im-
age x̂. The second stage is a diffusion process on the
latent space z conditioned on image captions zT =
LDM(zT−1|y). The output image is then computed
using the decoder on the last step of the diffusion pro-
cess D(Zt).

A Vector Quantized Variational AutoEncoder
(VQ-VAE) (Van Den Oord et al., 2017) (Esser et al.,
2021) trained by combining a perceptual loss and a
patch-based adversarial objective was used for the
first stage. This guarantees that the reconstructions
are restricted to the images manifold by imposing lo-
cal realism and avoids the bluriness induced by rely-
ing exclusively on pixel-space losses. A Vector Quan-
tized regularization was also used to avoid high vari-
ance latent space. It was used an encoder with a
downsample factor of 8.

The second stage is a denoising UNet (Ron-
neberger et al., 2015) conditioned on text embeddings
implementing a diffusion process in the latent space z.
The CLIP ViT-L/14 text encoder is used to compute
the text embeddings, and the conditioning is achieved
by augmenting the UNet backbone with the cross-
attention mechanism. y is encoded with a modality-
specific encoder and used to compute keys and val-
ues for the attention layers to support conditioning
from various modalities (text, semantic maps, etc.); as
queries, the flattened internal states of the UNet have
been used.

Guided Language to Image Diffusion for Gener-
ation and Editing (GLIDE) (Nichol et al., 2021) is
a large diffusion model from OpenaAI. GLIDE im-
plements a text-conditioned diffusion model directly
on the pixel space. It implements an Ablated Dif-
fusion Model (ADM) as proposed in (Dhariwal and
Nichol, 2021) augmented with text conditioning in-
formation. Formally for each image of the forward
diffusion process xt and corresponding text caption y,
GLIDE predicts DM(xt−1|xt ,y). To condition the dif-
fusion model with text the descriptive caption y is en-
coded using a Transformer and the last embedding of
the sequence is used in place of the class conditional
token in the ADM architecture; moreover the over-
all last layer embeddings are projected to the correct
dimension and concatenated to the attention context
of each ADM layer. Finally each generated images
is upsampled from a 64x64 dimension to a 256x256
using a upsample diffusion model.

Craiyon (Craiyon, ) (formerly known as DALL-
E mini) is community trained reduced istance of a
DALLE (Ramesh et al., 2021) model. Craiyon uses
a two-stage training method. As in Latent and Stable
Diffusion, the first stage is a self-supervised encoder-
decoder architecture. Craiyon uses a VQGAN (Esser
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et al., 2021) with a reduction factor of 16 pretrained
on the ImageNet dataset for this stage. A GPT-like
autoregressive transformer is used in the second stage.
A BPE tokenizer is used to encode the text caption y,
and the target image is encoded in 32x32=1024 image
tokens. The text tokens (up to 256) and image tokens
are then concatenated and used to train the autoregres-
sive transformer. The overall procedure is equivalent
to maximizing the evidence lower bound on the model
distribution’s joint likelihood over images x and cap-
tions y.

2.2 TeTIm-Eval Dataset

To assess the performance of the models under evalu-
ation, we created a diverse and high-quality dataset
of text and image pairs that we called TeTIm-Eval
(Text To Image Evaluation). Existing datasets and
category-specific websites were used to create the
dataset. We considered three types of images: paint-
ings, drawings, and realistic photographs. And, as
shown in Figure 1, we identified the following sub-
categories for each category.

Image

Artistic Image

Realistic Image

Painting

Drawing

Renaissance

Baroque

Neoclassical

Digital

Traditional

Sketch

Food

Landscape

Person

Animal

Figure 1: TeTIm-Eval categories and sub-categories taxon-
omy.

• Painting

– Renaissance paintings
– Baroque paintings
– Neoclassical paintings

• Drawing

– Digital Drawings
– Traditional Drawings
– Sketch Drawings

• Realistic Photos

– Food Photos
– Landscape Photos
– Person Photos

– Animal Photos

We first identified the sources and downloaded the
available data, then sampled the downloaded data at
random and manually rejected images that did not
meet our quality criteria, yielding a total of 2500 im-
ages (250 per sub-category). Finally, in order to cre-
ate the final dataset, we randomly selected 30 images
from each sub-category and manually wrote a textual
description for each of the 300 images.

We followed these quality criteria to ensure the
creation of an high-quality dataset:

• Only images that clearly belong to the sub-
category

• Only images where the content fills the available
space (no frames, etc.)

• Only images released under the Creative Com-
mons License

• Only high definition images

• No signatures or watermarks

• No adult-rated, violent or hate images

• No political images

Table 1: Dataset sources.

Category Sub-category Source

Painting
Renaissance Wikiart
Baroque Wikiart
Neoclassical Wikiart

Drawing
Digital Deviantart and Openverse
Traditional Deviantart and Openverse
Sketch ImageNet Sketch

Realistic

Food Wikimedia Commons
Landscape Wikimedia Commons
Person COCO
Animal Wikimedia Commons

We selected a total of 6 different data sources:
Wikiart (Wikiart, ) which is an online, user-editable
visual art encyclopedia, Deviantart (deviantart, )
which is an online art community, Openverse (open-
verse, ) which is an open-source search engine for
open content developed as part of the WordPress
project, ImageNet Sketch (Wang et al., 2019) which
is a dataset consisting of 50000 images (50 images
for each of the 1000 ImageNet(Deng et al., 2009)
classes), Wikimedia Commons (wikimedia, ) which
is a media repository of open images, sounds, videos
and other media from the Wikimedia Foundation and
COCO (Lin et al., 2014) which is a large-scale ob-
ject detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset.
All the painting images where sampled from Wikiart,
digital and traditional drawings from Deviantart and
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Openverse, the sketches from ImageNet Sketch, the
food landscape and animal photos from Wikimedia
Commons and finally the person photos from the
COCO dataset as shown in Table 1. Finally the cap-
tions were written by the same person to ensure con-
sistency across the whole dataset. Furthermore given
the dataset’s curated and high-quality nature, it can
also be used to train and/or evaluate zero/few shot
learning algorithms, which are notorious for requir-
ing high-quality data to perform well.

The overall dataset, the 2500 labelled images and
the 300 text-image pairs, as well as its companion
source code has been released on GitHub (Galatolo,
2022).

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

We compared the models taken into account using
300 image-text pairs and three evaluation metrics: the
CLIP score, the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID), and
the human evaluation. Specifically, firstly, using the
CLIP text encoder, we computed the feature vector
of each target text T E(y). Then, using the CLIP im-
age encoder IE(xi), we computed the CLIP score as
its dot product with the feature vectors of the gener-
ated images. Formally given a target text y and a set
of generated images x0,x1, . . . ,xn−1 the CLIP score
of the image xi with respect to the target text y is
CSi = T E(y) · IE(xi). Even if the CLIP score is a
good metric to determine the semantic distance be-
tween captions and images it is important to point out
that some of the models under study directly use CLIP
as part of their pipeline like DALLE2 or use CLIP in-
directly to filter the training dataset (like Stable and
Latent Diffusion)

The Fréchet Inception Distance(FID) is a widely
used to assess the quality of images created by a gen-
erative models(Heusel et al., 2017). The FID is the
Multivariate Gaussian Fréchet distance of the prob-
ability distributions of the features extracted using
an Inception V3 (Szegedy et al., 2016) model pre-
trained on the ImageNet dataset. Formally given the
probability distribution of the inception features ex-
tracted from the real images N (µr,Σr) and the one
of the inception features extracted from the gener-
ated images N (µg,Σg) the FID can be computed as
FID = |µr − µg|+ tr(Σr + Σg − 2(ΣrΣg)

1
2 ). Even if

the FID is the most used metric to compare text to
image models it has been shown (Chong and Forsyth,
2020) that for a low number of samples it is not re-
liable, because it frequently fails to reflect the good-

ness and fidelity of generated images. For this reason
it is not used in the current experimentation. For the
Human evaluation we developed a web platform in
which each user was prompted with a descriptive cap-
tion and two images: the real image from the TeTIm-
Eval dataset and an image generated by one of the
models under study. We then asked the user to iden-
tify the real image.

Table 2: Overall human evaluation statistics.

Title Value

Participants 183
Answers 5010
Right Answers 3419

Table 3: Overall human evaluation performance.

Metric Value

Accuracy .68
False Positive Rate .34
False Negative Rate .30
Precision .67
Recall .70

Table 2 and table 3 show the human involved and
their answers, as well as their overall performance,
respectively. Table 4 shows the human performance
per category. Finally Table 5 displays the human per-
formance per model as well as its CLIP-score, show-
ing that human accuracy is consistent with the CLIP
score. It is important to note that in this context, ac-
curacy is defined as the number of correctly identified
human-generated images divided by the total number
of answers. As a result, the lower the accuracy, the
better the model is at producing images that fool hu-
mans into thinking they were created by humans. In
this context, the lower the human accuracy, the better
the model.

Table 4: Overall human performance per category.

Category Sub-Category H. Acc. H. Prec. H. Rec.

Painting
Renaissance .73 .73 .74
Baroque .77 .74 .80
Neoclassical .73 .69 .79

Drawing
Digital .63 .68 .49
Traditional .60 .63 .56
Sketch .62 .58 .66

Realistic

Food .66 .62 .77
Landscape .65 .61 .70
Person .77 .76 .80
Animal .68 .66 .74
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Table 5: Overall human performance per model.

Model H. Accuracy (↓) CLIP Score (↑)

Stable Diffusion .62 29
DALLE2 .63 29
Craiyon .71 28
Latent Diffusion .71 26
GLIDE .73 22

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel evaluation method for text-to-
image models is introduced. A novel high-quality
evaluation dataset consisting of 2500 labelled images
and 300 text-image pairs has been released to the
public. Five different state-of-the art models have
been evaluated, both using a quantitative metric and
humans involving about 180 participants, for 5K+
answers. The human evaluation shows that Stable
Diffusion is the most accurate model, followed by
DALLE2, Craiyon, Latent Diffusion and GLIDE. The
CLIP-score metric is coherent with the human evalu-
ation. Future work will consider a larger data set and
will include the FID metrics. Given the high quality
of the dataset, it is worth noting that it can also be
used to train and/or evaluate zero/few shot learning
algorithms.
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